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2. Creative Industries: Research-Led Educational Renewal 
 
John Hartley, AM 
 
 
The ‘Queensland Model’ grew out of three convergent agendas: educational renewal, 
urban redevelopment, and the Queensland State Government’s ‘Smart State’ strategy.  
 
Creating New Fields 
My career has coincided with – and contributed to – the establishment and building of 
new multidisciplinary fields of study across the boundaries of the arts & humanities, 
social sciences, and information & communications technologies. This has been a 
research-led endeavour from the start, driven by social, technological and economic 
changes including the growth of the knowledge-based economy and the globalisation of 
both economic and cultural systems.  
 
These changes have required bold and imaginative responses from higher education, in 
research, publication, courseware, and engagement with external partners. The 
disciplinary mix that was available in the 1960s and 1970s has been radically 
transformed, with the ‘new humanities,’ including whole new fields devoted to the study 
of culture, media, identity, theory (structuralism, postmodernism, Marxism, etc.), practice 
(creative and performing arts), and hybrid or interdisciplinary applications (for 
professional and vocational purposes). The demographic mix has changed irrevocably 
too. During the same period, higher education expanded massively to include up to 40 
percent of the population, as opposed to the 4 percent who graduated in the 1960s. Many 
of these ‘new students’ were attracted to courses related to creativity, media, culture and 
identity, especially where these interests might be parlayed into careers.  
 
The beneficiaries of this disciplinary and demographic modernisation, in Australia as 
well as in other countries, have been the so-called ‘new’ universities, especially those 
based on former institutes of technology or colleges of education. This is QUT’s heritage; 
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and QUT proved willing to accept the challenge – and to bear the risk – of becoming a 
first-mover in the new interdisciplinary field of ‘creative industries.’  
 
Educational Renewal 
I was recruited to QUT in early 2000 to lead institutional and disciplinary reform within 
the university; a process that brought us into productive contact with urban 
redevelopment in Brisbane (the Kelvin Grove Urban Village) and the economic 
modernisation of Queensland (the Smart State).  
 
Commencing in 2000 – with the strong support of the university leadership, especially 
VC Denis Gibson and DVC Peter Coaldrake (who took over as VC in April 2003), – we 
set about transforming the arts faculty, guided by two principles:  
 in what fields of endeavour could QUT become pre-eminent?  
 what approach to ‘the arts’ is appropriate for a University of Technology? 
The ‘research question’ was simple – how can creative enterprise add economic value 
(jobs and GDP) as well as cultural values to a regional but globalising economy? I 
prepared a briefing document for the DVC, who in turn briefed the Premier of 
Queensland, Peter Beattie, so that the QUT initiative could take its place as part of the 
Queensland Government’s excellent ‘Smart State’ initiative. Up to that point the Smart 
State was largely based on biotechnology and manufacturing industries.  
 
We wanted to add information, knowledge-based industries and creative services. This 
clear research vision translated into a practical blueprint for institutional renewal – one 
that has stood the test of time, as this vision for the creative industries is still in place, a 
decade later. We took our cue from the external environment; not from internal or even 
disciplinary history. We scoped current employment, educational, policy and social 
trends at the international, national and state levels.  
 
We consulted with numerous experts in the creative industries. These included 
PriceWaterhouse Cooper, John Rimmer (National Office for the Information Economy), 
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Christine Choy (Hong Kong creative arts), Brian Johns (former head of the ABC, SBS 
and Penguin Books in Australia), Catherine Robinson (Australian Film Commission) and 
Ian Hargreaves (UK journalism and new media). We also consulted the literature, 
especially work by Charles Leadbeater, Anthony Giddens, Michael Porter, William J. 
Mitchell and Manuel Castells. Without exception, these advisors and experts stressed the 
need for flexibility, networks, partners, collaboration and clusters. 
 
From these trends we developed the Creative Industries initiative. Unlike traditional art 
schools, we wanted creative talent to be directed towards the market and to 
commercialisable ends. Creative Industries brings together cultural and economic values 
– artistic and entrepreneurial spirit – and exploits the convergence of creative talent, 
computing power, and mediated communication on a global scale.  
 
By late 2000 we were ready to launch the new faculty. QUT Council approved the 
establishment of QUT Creative Industries in December 2000, and Premier Peter Beattie 
launched the new faculty in 2001. In terms of courseware, in 2002 we rolled out an 
entirely new set of undergraduate and Masters courses in Creative Industries, achieving 
immediate success in demand, quality (measured by improving entrance scores) and 
student satisfaction and, eventually, in employment and start-ups. Carla Bergs (BFA, 1st 
Class) was a pioneer graduate of the Fashion Design course. This is what she told us: 
 
“I appreciated QUT because of the balance between a pragmatic introduction to the nature 
and customs of the industry, while putting intelligent, innovative thinking and design 
foremost.” The Precinct offered “lots of space and resources” and “a stimulating and open-
minded environment to work in. It encouraged me to be myself, but push myself.”  (Carla 
Bergs) 
 
Although the immediate impact was on the undergraduate teaching program, this was 
very much a research-led effort, requiring intensive work on conceptualising and 
mapping the creative economy itself, and a highly visible research flagship to ‘capture the 
brand’ beyond the university itself and the city of Brisbane. Hence we proposed the 
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establishment of QUT’s first faculty-wide research centre, CIRAC (Creative Industries 
Research & Applications Centre) under the direction of Professor Stuart Cunningham.  
 
CIRAC was launched by UK author and new-economy guru Charles Leadbeater in 2001. 
Apart from its operational functionality, we used CIRAC strategically to build pre-
eminence in research reputation, by using our existing strengths to achieve the most 
ambitious competitive targets. We applied for – and won: 
 Australia’s first Cooperative Research Centre based in non-science disciplines, ACID 
(Australasian CRC for Interaction Design) in 2003; 
 The first humanities based Centre of Excellence, the CCI (Centre for Creative 
Industries & Innovation) in 2005.  
 I was awarded a Federation Fellowship – again, the first in my disciplinary area (and 
QUT’s only FF, as that scheme has now concluded). 
These initiatives have brought in upwards of $40m in national competitive research 
funding to Queensland since 2001. 
 
Institution building 
After winning $15m from the State Government to develop creative facilities, QUT 
invested a total of $65m in developing the Creative Industries Precinct, commencing 
planning and design in 2002. The design competition was won by architects Hassell 
(www.architecture.com.au/awards_search?option=showaward&entryno=20054109), and 
the Precinct was built by Abi Group. 
 
The Precinct represents our vision for the Creative Industries initiative, by including on 
one integrated site: 
 teaching facilities – including TV and journalism studios, performance and gallery 
spaces, computer and production labs, fashion and animation design workshops; 
 research facilities – both ACID and the CCI are headquartered on the Precinct; 
 ‘venue’ facilities – the Precinct boasts a café, large screening and exhibition areas for 
public performance and commercial hire, and the La Boite Theatre company; and 
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 commercial enterprise – one of our principal buildings is dedicated to co-located 
creative businesses, mostly post-production, software, advertising and design 
companies, assisted by QUT’s own creative commercialisation company QUT 
Creative Enterprise Australia (of which I was a founding Director, 2003-2005). 
 
In early 2004 we moved in. The Creative Industries Precinct was the first occupant of an 
ambitious urban redevelopment joint venture between QUT and the state government, the 
Kelvin Grove Urban Village (KGUV: www.kgurbanvillage.com.au/). KGUV is a 16 
hectare master-planned development on the site of a former army barracks, adjacent to 
schools, QUT’s own Kelvin Grove campus, and community facilities including a golf 
course, parks and a retirement home. In a few short years it has been transformed into one 
of Brisbane’s most dynamic districts. Already, nearly $1bn has been invested in building 
developments, boasting an integrated educational, research, health, commercial and 
residential community that is very much at the centre of our vision for creative innovation 
in a ‘real world’ context. 
 
During my time as dean of Creative Industries, we were able to repurpose education and 
research in the arts for the global information economy, and within a five-year period had 
transformed an underperforming educational asset into a vibrant, forward-looking, 
internationally respected and financially viable outfit with a multi-million dollar annual 
turnover and strong demand from students both domestic and international. This is ‘the 
Queensland model’ – connecting business enterprise, education, R&D, cultural 
production and exhibition in a creative environment that is open, flexible, and dynamic. 
 
International Collaboration 
‘Whatever the question, the answer is China.’ That was our mantra in the early 2000s as 
Chinese economic and educational development offered new challenges and 
opportunities to Australian universities. Among the strongest partnerships we have 
developed in the Creative Industries at QUT has been with China. Again this was 
research-led, following from an ARC Discovery Project grant that I won in 2002 (the 
largest ARC Discovery for that year in the Humanities/Creative Arts field in Australia). It 
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provided an Australian Postdoctoral Fellowship for Dr Michael Keane, gathered a large 
team of researchers – Prof Stephanie Hemelryk Donald, Dr Terry Flew, Dr Christina 
Spurgeon and Prof Stuart Cunningham – and it employed Dr Lucy Montgomery, Dr 
Jiannu Bao, Dr Hui Li and Dr Shule Cao as research assistants. The project investigated 
the internationalisation of the creative industries in China.  
 
When we started in 2003, few people in China were familiar with the term ‘creative 
industries,’ although Desmond Hui was working on an excellent baseline study for the 
Hong Kong SAR. Our project focused on understanding how the creative economy was 
developing in the Chinese services sector, especially in media, advertising, tourism and 
education. We were also interested in the larger-scale question of how China would 
manage the transition of its economic priorities from low-cost manufacturing to the 
dynamics of creative innovation, including the development of vibrant and competitive 
consumer services in creative media including film, media, music, fashion, software 
applications and games.  
 
One insight that guided our work was the realisation that despite its impressive economic 
growth, China still lagged behind Western countries in the development of creative 
brands, and remains a net importer of creative products and ideas, and cultural content. 
Continuing research is needed on the development of creative exports. Some of this work 
is published in a special issue of the Chinese Journal of Communication (Vol 2, No 1, 
2009), which I co-edited with Lucy Montgomery. 
 
Our work in and following this project has resulted in strong recruitment of top-quality 
Chinese PhD students (including through the China Scholarship Council), in research 
collaborations including conferences, co-publication and translation of research materials. 
We have built up a strong contingent of research staff, post-docs and research students, 
both Chinese and Australian, who now operate as a cohesive team studying various 
aspects of the developing creative sector in China, including intellectual property, 
regional and city planning, and the growth of various creative sectors such as film media, 
music, and games.  
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We are also interested in the role of entrepreneurship and business start-ups in the 
evolution of the Chinese economy from low-cost manufacturing and state-directed 
planning to consumer- and demand-driven design and innovation.  
 
Cultural Science 
My term as dean of Creative Industries was completed in 2005. Since then I have 
returned to a research-led focus on disciplinary, cultural and economic innovation.  
 
I was awarded an ARC Federation Fellowship (FF) in 2005, and I am the Research 
Director of the ARC Centre of Excellence for Creative Industries and Innovation, also 
launched in 2005. My FF project is titled The Uses of Multimedia. It investigates the uses 
to which new digital media affordances are put, in community (or non-market) and 
commercial (or popular cultural) contexts alike, from community-arts based digital 
storytelling to popular entertainment on YouTube.  
 
One of the most important insights to arise from this work has been the extent to which 
both cultural innovation and economic growth have relied on consumer-created content 
or user-led innovation, marking seismic shifts in the ‘industrial’ model of relations 
between producers and consumers, experts and amateurs, paid and unpaid labour, art and 
entertainment. ‘Creative destruction’ has become increasingly evident, not only in world 
financial markets but also in the business plans of established corporate players in the 
global economy, presenting new opportunities (as well as insecurity) to hitherto marginal 
players.  
 
Thus, my work has focused on trying to understand the long-term potential as well as 
short-term functionality of digital literacy and new media, with a view to extending the 
social and demographic reach of ‘consumer productivity’ and ‘cultural participation.’ 
From such population-wide uses of multimedia are arising new possibilities for the 
growth of knowledge.  
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This development is comparable with the invention of printing, where early instrumental 
purposes masked unforeseen consequences – including the development of journalism, 
the novel and science, the realist textual systems of modernity, which would not have 
been possible without both printing (technological innovation) and a wide reading public 
(cultural change).  
 
The FF research program includes a team of postdoctoral fellows (John Banks, Jean 
Burgess, Lucy Montgomery and Christine Schmidt). It is building on conceptual 
breakthroughs achieved across the CCI (especially with Jason Potts). It suggests that both 
popular participation and entrepreneurial leadership are required to optimise the creative 
potential of knowledge-based media in a global, digital economy. In short, creative 
innovation is a whole-of-population and dynamic phenomenon. 
 
The CCI as a whole has developed strong programs to map, investigate and test these 
propositions, with interdisciplinary collaboration across the fields of Law, IT, Business, 
Education and New Media. The clear implication of our research at the CCI is that an 
interdisciplinary response to fast-changing problems is crucial, especially one that brings 
together science and humanities approaches. In our case, the most exciting conceptual 
breakthroughs have occurred by bringing together evolutionary theory (especially 
evolutionary economics), complexity and network studies, and creative-industries 
approaches, to investigate the process of creative innovation in dynamic, complex 
networked systems. To accomplish this I have been leading a new initiative under the 
general heading of ‘Cultural Science’ (see http://cultural-science.org/).  
 
A group within the CCI (John Banks, Jason Potts, Lucy Montgomery, Jean Burgess, 
Stuart Cunningham and myself) is working with colleagues in the UK (Alex Bentley, 
Paul Ormerod, Stan Metcalfe, Evelyn Welch) and Germany (Carsten Hermann-Pillath) to 
build an internationally collaborative team of world-class researchers in evolutionary and 
Schumpeterian economics, complexity mathematics, and creative-cultural participation-
innovation, with a view to building a ‘cultural science’ capable of integrating testable 
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The present period marks a moment of unprecedented potential for interdisciplinary 
collaboration and even integration across the arts, humanities and sciences to address real 
problems of change in a networked global environment, where economic prosperity as 
well as cultural wellbeing depends as never before on creative talent and enterprise, and 
where the growth of knowledge requires cultural as well as corporate innovation.  
 
The Creative Industries Precinct is an Australian first and one of the most innovative and 
forward-looking such developments internationally. It has proven to be an attractive 
model for regions and cities around the world that see such developments as part of their 
own strategies for international competitiveness. For us, the Queensland Model has led to 
intellectual as well as institutional advances. In particular, rather than being tied to a 
rapidly obsolescent a priori definition of the creative industries, we have developed a 
dynamic model of creative innovation.  
 
The creative industries themselves are going through rapid evolutionary change, from 
old-style ‘industries’ with copyright outputs, to social-network market services with 
creative inputs, and more recently towards a participatory or ‘DIY’ culture with co-
creative consumers. That is why any initiative must be research-based. Thus the 
‘Queensland Model’ continues to focus on consumers as well as producers, demand as 
well as supply, audiences as well as experts, popular culture as well as art – and therefore 
on the need for creative education as an essential investment in population-wide 
innovation for the growth of knowledge. This broad-based approach becomes even more 
important at a time when financial markets are undergoing ‘structural adjustments’ – 
future economic as well as cultural wellbeing will require creative innovation from us all.  
 
